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Aquarium, users can put the

stunning beauty of the oceanÂ .
Ask HN: What is the usage of

Backbone, Angular, Ember and
so on? - frr149 What are people
using them for? Do you like it?
Do you have suggestions for
other frameworks like this?

====== dyeje I've never used
Angular, but I know a lot of front

end engineers who do
(including one at Uber), and

while I don't know of any
Angular gurus out there, I know
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a lot of Angular users who are
experts at what they do. Ember

has a bit of a reputation for
being a bit of a full-stack

framework, and there is no
reason you shouldn't write a

Node.js backend for your
project, so it is accessible for

many engineers. Backbone.js is
fantastic, but doesn't require
much knowledge to use. It's

really easy to pickup and you
don't need to know all the ins

and outs of MVC's. It also makes
it very easy to get started with

a project by just "swapping
things out" to get something in
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front of a user. For that reason I
think it's a great idea for

projects that require little to no
planning of anarchic structure,
unless your project is becoming
huge. ~~~ cyberpanther I think
Ember is the perfect framework.

It is very opinionated in the
right places like when using a
router. It is very strict when it

needs to be, so back end
development with Ember is also
very consistent and easy. It is
sometimes too strict though
when you just want to get

something in front of someone.
That is what I am building right
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now and I am happy with it so
far. If you have experience with
Rails it might be worth looking
at as well. ------ guan I wish I

could go back to the days when
I was front-end obsessed and
knew little else (I have been

coding full-time since starting
school). Back then Angular and
Knockout were the standards,

with the latter being more
JQuery- inspired and appealing
to my sense of aesthetics, but I
didn't know better at the time,
so I used them. Over time my

knowledge of Angular has
increased, but Angular is still
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something that always seemed
to turn me off. Too much
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